PROLOGUE
There was a time, the distant
past, when people looked up
to the night sky, to the stars
and the moon, and dreamed.

Of science.

Of exploration.

Of answers to the
oldest questions
and promises of
new beginnings.

The great cosmos, out there to
fulfill the lacking we humans
inherently have. Like me, some believed
that in that swirl of space was
humanity’s destination. The next step
in progress, or maybe fulfillment.

But the more advances
we made, the more one
thing became apparent…

We were taking
steps sideways,
not forward.

I created a world anew,
and it broke my heart. it all
got away from me as the
wealthy entrenched their
excess, more interested in
hording what was rather
than keeping an eye on
what could be.

And like the Earth they
left, everyone else
had to endure with
whatever remained.

I am Langford
Skaargred,
adventurer,
eccentric, and
billionaire.

I am responsible for
the Roche Limit Colony
and the horrors this
place has engendered.

it started as a place
of hope and new
beginnings. The next
marker in our journey
to whatever lies ahead.

This wasn’t meant to be
an end point, no. Just a
tent post that reminded
us--all of us--how far
we could go. But, as they
say, the road to hell…

Over time, despite
my intentions and
dreams, the Roche
Limit evolved
into something…
different.

No…

no!

Please…
please don’t.
Please.

Gah!
Stop!
Let me
GO!

People come to
indulge, to waste
away, and most of
all, to disappear.
And Roche Limit
accommodates.

This…place became a melting
pot of greed, cynicism, and,
eventually, lawlessness.

Uncontrollable.

it’s unchecked.

Unregulated.

But there are limits. And
with those limits come…

...consequences.

Should you feel the
anomaly pulling you
in, as some have...

if you make that leap,
should you return...

it may be the
death of us all.

